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The Race to Run Brookhaven NationalLab is On
BY BEN VARGHESE AND PETER GRATTON

Statesman Staff_

_

The bidding deadline for the management contract
to the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) was only
minutes away. Set for 1 p.m. last;Monday, SUNY Stony
Brook, in conjunction with Batelle Memorial Research
Institute (BMRI), seemed to be a lock to win the contract
in light of the discovery that the only competition,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI), unexpectedly
dropped out that morning.
With Stony Brook and Batelle now running
unopposed, the acquisition of BNL seemed inevitable.
If.- Stony -Brook was feeling confident however, it was
overlooking one thing - there was still' time on the clock.
At 12:45 p.m. The Department of Energy (DOE)
announced that it had decided to grant an extension to a
last minute bidder, the Chicago based Illinois Institute
of Technology Research Institute (IITRI).
The last minute proposal by the previously
unannounced potential bidder, IITRI in consortium with
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, caused the DOE to
officially extend the deadline for the bidding to 1 p.m.
on the 22nd of September. The IITRI/Westinghouse
consortium will use this two week period to put together

a formal proposal, while Stony Brook can take the
opportunity to make any changes to its own.
After weeks of preparing its proposal,-RPI, which
was also bidding in conjunction with Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, reversed its decision to submit a
proposal the weekend before the deadline. Westinghouse
wasn't out of the picture, however. Within 48 hours,
Westinghouse reappeared as IITRI's bidding partner, a
joint conglomeration, which could prove to be a
formidable opponent this Monday. IITRI told the DOE
that it could submit a bid rather quickly by capitalizing
on the work Westinghouse had already achieved with
Rensselaer.
This unprecedented delay maycostStony Brook an irrevocable loss of-the $400 million a year operation.
University President Shirley Strum Kenny said shewas
pretty shocked and frustrated about last Monday's
transpiration's, but remained confident in the Stony
Brook/Battelle proposal.
Stony Brook Deputy Provost Robert McGrath, who
involved with the proposal.process, said he
directly
is
by the DOE's decision. "I've done a lot of
surprised
was
in my career and they don't want
proposals
science
hand, the Department of Energy
other
the
on
extensions,
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Aerial View of Brookhaven National Lab

wants to make sure that there is good competition on the
part of offers to operate Brookhaven National Lab."
McGrath said.
"We've thought each time there's been an extension.
We've thought very carefully whether or not we want to
modify our own proposal," he said. "We made it a little
Please See Race pg. 4
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Seawolves Market Opens in the Student Activities Cent:er
BY MARJORY THOMPSON
Special to The Statesman -

The new Seawolves Market, located
in the Student Activities Center, has a
variety of items including traditional
convenience store products such as snacks,
beverages and personal items, as well as
other products such as greeting cards and
clothing.
The Market, which officially opened
on September l-, even has a health section
with various vitamins, minerals and other
health products along with a guide chart
that shows what products can be used for
different ailments..
Manager Debbie Masterson has
twenty years of pharmacy experience and
puts her knowledge to use by showing
students what basic over the counter
medication to take for simple illnesses
such as colds and the flu. Masterson says
she has also given thought to the idea of
having insulin available for diabetics, in

case of emergency, but the idea has yet to
be discussed fully by her superiors.
Ivan Federoff, a transfer student, said
he found the health section and chart to be
"very useful and informative," while May
Tang said she thought the prices were
"decent" and thatshe hoped to see more
of a variety of products in the future.
Another student, Yin Lam, said she was
surprised by some of the low prices on
certain products such as cereal.
It should be noted, however,.that the
Seawolves Market does not accept meal
plan cards.

Since the store has recently opened
its doors, it is.still a learning experience
for its' staff, who are. trying to
accommodate and serve the population of
Stony Brook as best they.can. But
employees like Nona Nourbakhsh seem
happy. "It is clean, with good practical
hours and has a variety of products that
LO
students may need," she said.

The Seawolves Market located in the Student Activities Center
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Stony Brook's Hottest Neuro ResearcherKeeps Winning the Awards, and Recognition for the UniveTrsit
BY BEN VARGHESE
Statesman Staff-

.-

.

Stony Brook has earned worldwide
renown for its continual drive to remain
a top-notch research university. The
University's second highest ranking in
the country owes great merit to its
outstanding faculty. Among the major
fields of research done at Stony Brook
that has gained widespread recognition
is Molecular Neurobiology. One
distinctive faculty member in this field,
Professor Gail Mandel, has also received
recognition for her -outstanding
achievements and dedication to her
research and teaching.
Professor.Mandel earned her B.S..
and Ph.D. in Neurobiology at the
University of California at Los Angeles
a post-doctorate at the university.of
California at San Diego and another postdoctorate at Harvard Medical School.
She was also an assistant and an
associate professor at Tufts medical
school. Mandel came to Stony Brook,
where she became a full professor, in
1989. Mandel said she came to-Stony
Brook because she was pleased with
Stony Brook's excellent reputation in the
basic sciences and Neurobiology and
Behavior. Mandel's.research focused on
the regulation of ion channel gene
expression.
Mandel's lab was one of the first
labs to study the molecular basis for
electrical excitability. "For many years,
how your muscle contracted, how your
heart beat, how you thought, was studied
really beautifully at the biophysical
level," Mandel said. During the 1980's
the tools became available to try to get
a molecular understanding for those
excitability molecules. Mandel'slab
started working on the project in 1986

in Boston. Mandel and
her colleagues were
among the first people to
get primary structure on
the ion channel protein
that was responsible for
excitability.
"Many people in the
world study how these
excitability proteins
work, how they open and
close in response to
membrane potential and
what goes wrong in
certain diseases such as
epilepsy and many other
kinds of paralysis, which
are based on mutations in
these channels," she said.
What
Mandel
decided to do instead,
was ask how a particular
cell knows which-kind of'
ion channel gene to
make. An individual cell
can -choose between a
couple of dozen or so
different ion channel proteins. -And if
they express the wrong one, it can be
disastrous. According to Mandel, there
has to be some genetic mechanism that
tells the cell how to sort through all this
genetic information and pick a certain
ion channel gene.

expressed in the brain.
-"We expected, based on what other
people.:have found, that there would be
a positive reacting mechanism, in that
there would be something in brain cells
that would tell this channel to be turned
on," she said. "And whatever that
electrical substance was, it would be
A couple of years ago, Mandel absent from non-brain tissue, such as
focused on a particular ion channel gene, muscles and the heart."
However, Mandel found just the
called a sodium channel, because it
allows sodium ions to enter'the'cell.and . opposite. She discovered that there
causes a particular electrical. impulse, actually was an electrical substance that
allowing for a specific neural-response. was present everywhere in the tissues.
Mandel discovered in particular, that But the substance acts as a repressor, or
there was a very unique mechanism for inhibitor , that turns the gene "off'
how this channel is only allowed to be everywhere, "except in the brain.

In other words, all the tissues
express thesame gene -but its level'of
expression is dependent on these
ubiquitous substances.
Mandel also pointed out that there
are many genes expressed in the nervous
system that are regulating this negative
regulatory pathway. Mandel spoke of a
colleague in California Polytechnic
Institute, who conducted the same work
on a different gene, not on an ion channel
gene. It turned out'that the genetic'
element that he discovered controlling
this gene was the same as Mandel's.
"This was important because it
please see MANDEL page 13
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Albany. This service is offered free of charge by NYPIRG.
The other program that NYPIRG is trying to get
students more involved in is its Book Exchange Program.
The service is easy to use. All you have to do is fill
The New York Public Interest Research Group
(NYPIRG), a student activist organization, offers two out a card and ieave it at the NYPIRG office. From there,
helpful services that students may not be aware.
they try to find a match for the book you want to sell or
The Small Claims CourtAction Center is an assistance buy.
"You buy a book for $40 and when you try to sell it
program offered by NYPIRG that helps students file-small
claims cases.
back, [the Bookstore] only gives you eight dollars,"
"The main thing we.gets calls about is that someone's Berrios explained "I find somebody: who wants the same
landlord has screwed them out of their security deposit book that you want to sell and between the two of you,
and they want to know how they can- get it back," said you work out a deal. The seller will be getting more and
Vivian Berrios, the first-year representative of the Stony the buyer-will be paying less."
'
.
Brook chapter of NYPIRG. "That is very common."
NYPIRG is also looking into other ways to help
NYPIRG's main focus, in offering this service, is to students save money. Currently, research on why Stony
educate students' of the overall procedure of filing theu Brook students pay so much for food and phone services
.'':' ' .
::
'
' ' .' : :'' .
is being conducted,
claim .
'"I'm amazed athow much students here pay for their
"Whether students are trying to get started, whether
they are in the middle, or about to go to court, we just meal plan and phone services compared to other schools,"'
Berrios said'
walk them through the process," Berrios said..
According to Berrios, otherschools with Aramark do
Most studentsare usually referred to the Small Claims
not have to pay the high rates that Stony Brook students
Court Action Center program by a lawyer."We explain to them that you don't need a lawyer: [to do. She also stated that phone service is too high and
file. in small claims' court]," Berrios said. '."This-is not should be lower. .
NYPIRG is holding its first general meeting on
legal mumbo-jumbo. This is getting down to the facts.'"
The members of NYPIRG who;provide advice-are. Wednesday, September'24 at 8:00 p.m. in room 236 in theo
trained by a lawyer sent' from NYPIRG's main office in Union (notthe SAC). ,
Statesman Editor
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BY SAMi AHMED
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The Race Is On For BNL
Continued from front page
bit better on the first extension, and we're right now in
the process of thinking about refining it a bit. So we're
certainly using the time to make better our oral
presentations, which are given in Washington."
-"We've extended it in part because we were
approached by IITRI.and asked ifwe could extend it for
two weeks so they could participate," said Gary Pitchford-,
director of Comm unications: at the DOE'S Chicago
Operations office. "We felt it was in the best interests of
the government to enhance competition.
"It is understandable that Stony Brook is disappointed,"
said Steve Silbergeid, the department official in charge of
studying the bids. "But competition is always desirable."
Energy Secretary Federico Pena reopened the:
contract to run the lab on May 1, when he terminated the
former contractor, Associated Universities Inc., in light
of considerable criticism from local environmental
groups and community residents of reported radioactive:
leakage from BNL's nuclear reactor earlier this year. The

High Flux Beam Nuclear Reactor, which has been offline since last December, may have been leaking
radioactive tritium and strontium-90 into the soil and
groundwater for as. long as 15 years.
The contamination at Brookhaven Lab has evoked
safety and environmental concerns. Accordingly, Pefina
has sought comments from the public, employees and'
other interested parties on how this selection would be
carried out and what criteria should be implemented in
selecting a new contractor this Monday.The new contract, according to Pena, will have a
five-year term worth $2 billion with one five-year
extension option. There will also be an "off-ramp"
provision that will allow the DOE to replace the
contractor after three years if performances in critical
areas are not up to standard. The proposals to be
submitted. will have to detail the bidder's past
performance, demonstrated success, and proposed
management approach to meeting evaluation criteria.
Some of the criteria will include the contractor's ability
to carry out Brookhaven's scientific research missions,
as well as protect the environment and achieve effective
community involvement.

The University launched it's bid as part of a consortium
with Batelle possibly because of its previous contracts with
.the DOE in 1996. Battelle was awarded $14.9 million for
operating the DOE's Pacific Northwest National Laboratories
including $2.2 million in incentive fees. Battelle was awarded
the incentive fees after earning an "excellent" overall
performance rating for the '96 fiscal term.
Before forming its partnership with Battelle for the
bid, Stony Brook was approached by several
unannounced potential partners. According to Kenny,
the 'administration was most impressed by Batelle's
previous experience in the field and its previous
contracts with the federal government. Kenny
specifically referred to Battelle's work in science and
engineering at the Pacific Northwest National
Laboratories, which involved working to develop
science based solutio ns to environmental problems, such
as the cleanup of nuclear waste.
-.
"Battelle has over 50 years of experience and we
just felt that they were the best overall," Kenny said.
"They have been running the Pacific Northwest Lab
with the Department of Energy for 30 years developing
ways to solve pollution problems."
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"THE MOST VIBRANT CRIME
DRAMA SINCE 'PULP FICTIONI
*~*-* ** 'L.A* CONFIDENTIAL' issmart,
funny, twisted and ULTRA-COOL!"
-Jeff Craig,SIXTY
SECOND
PREVIEW

"'ILA. CONFIDENTIAL is
riveting - a dangerous and
intoxicating tale of big
trouble inparadise."
-Kennethuran

"Gangbusters!
'L.A. CONFIDENTIAL' isa
shrewd, elegant film with
a flawless ensemble
cast and style to burn."
-Janet Maslin

"One of:the best films of the year.
A thrilling, gripping, expertly
written, superbly directed piece
about police corruption and the
ways of the flesh."
-Jeffre

s .

'- nrDXel'

r_-
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"'L.A. CONFIDENTIAL' is
a stylish-thriller. Director
Curtis Hanson brings
James Ellroy's novel of
cops and corruption to
rancid, racy life."
-DavidAnsen
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Pollution Problems Of The Leaking Lal
BY BEN VARGHESE AND PETER GRATTON

Stcatesman Staff

On May 1, Secretary of the US
Department of Energy (DOE), Federico
Pena announced the termination of the
contractor for the Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL), and the Associated
Universities Inc (AUI), thus ending a 50 year
era of management which saw four Nobel
prize-winning discoveries, lifesaving
medical advances and all around research
excellence.
The decision came in the wake of
reports that the Lab was leaking radioactive
contaminates into the environment. Tests
run earlier in the year showed that
radioactive tritium levels measured 40 times
higher than acceptable levels in on-site
ground-water.
In the mid-1980s tritium, a radioactive
element, was detected in an on-site drinkingwater well. This well was shut down but
the source of the tritium was never
investigated. Later BNL found levels of
strotium, another radioactive element, at
levels 150 times greater than the drinking
water standard, in a 50 year-old single-lined
concrete tank and did not take action.
In 1994 the Suffolk County Health
Department advised BNL that the spent fuel
canal, (believed to be the source of the
current tritium contamination) did not
comply with county code requirements.
BNL took more than a year to install two
monitoring wells south of the High Flux
Beam Reactor.
Last October, BNL's routine sampling
of wells near the High Flux Beam Reactor

revealed tritium in the groundwater at levels
increasingly beyond the safe drinking water
standard - including one measurement
greater than 40 times the acceptable level.
Throughout this period the DOE
regularly gave AUI official evaluations of
"Good" to "Excellent" in all categories and
consistently graded AUI- "Excellent" in
overall management evaluations. In fact, the
Safety
Integrated
Department's
Management Evaluation (ISME) Report
dated April 19,1997 concluded:
"'Althoughremaining weaknesses need
not be resolved, the current Department of
Energy and Brookhaven National
Laboratory actions to eliminate the- source
and contamination have been aggressive and
appropriate.
As Brookhaven National Laboratory
prepares to celebrate its fiftieth anniversary,
a renewed level of commitment to
environment, safety, -and health,Nwhen
combined with the many improvement
initiatives already in place and the
momentum and cooperation resulting from
the tritium plume recovery effort, could
significantly improve safety performance,
aid in restoring stockholder confidence and
support, and help assure continuing the
mission and contribution of this Laboratory
to scientific and medical research into the
twenty-first century,"
The BNL's High Flux Beam Reactor
was already taken off-line last December for
suspected leaking of the radioactive tritium.
Secretary Pena's May announcement stated
that AUI could compete for a new contract
to run BNL, but that in doing so it would

---

Courtesy of Brookhaven nationalLab

The Heavy ion Collider is a high-intensity particle accelrator used for the production of
unstable elements and the study of nuclear fusion processes.

face "high hurdles." On the same day, a
report released by the DOE's Office of
Oversight blamed the situation at BNL in
part on the Lab's "university atmosphere."
AUI would later decline to make a bid for
the contract stating that the DOE's criticisms
"made it impossible." AUI would, however,
manage the Lab until the contractors take
over.
On July 18, the DOE issued a Request
for Proposals seeking a new contractor to
operate BNL. The Request for Proposals
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reaffirmed the DOE's previously proposed
plan to seek a nonprofit organization tooperate the Lab, and encouraged
partnerships. An original proposal deadline
was set for August 28, before it was
extended to September 8, after Ren'sselaer
(RPI) requested more time to polish it's bid.
On
September
1, Distric-t
Congressman Michael P. Forbes released
a statement stating: 'There have been at
Please see Leaking Lab pg. I I
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body last semester, which went
to rallies and wrote'letters,
helped avoid costly cuts
campus need look no further already.
than'the recent budget passed
However, SUNY- trustees
by the SUNY trustees two continued to be fractured
weeks ago. After
:a
year ,-of along political lines. Pataki
forecasts of upcoming tuition continues in his efforts to
hikes and Tuition Assistance
pack- the trustees with his
Program (TAP) cuts, the new appointees,
which
will
SUNY:budget calls for no raises eventually leave no officials
in tuition,.and an increase of left over from- the- Cuomo
over 34 million dollars in state ..administrati.on.' -Within the
aid- for its 34 caripus system.
next year the University
Student groups on campus,
system will be dealing with a
such as -Polity and the GSO
variety of controversial
fought long and hard last: year topics, ranging from -the
in order to protect
the integration of small SUNY
University system from the colleges, such as'Courtland
cuts called for in Governor
and Cobleskill, into the larger
-George_. Pataki's
budget
University Centers.
In
proposals released early in the. addition a variety of political
year. Local representatives in groups have put -forward
Albany,. Steve Eriglebright and proposals calling for a needKen LaValle deserve credit as
based tuition, where students
well for their work for students' pay tuition --based on the
interests
income of their parents.. An
Continue..d
student enlightened student body-can
involvement is: critical in order let our representatives know
to protectSUNY from additional our concerns- on these: and
cuts next year. .An active student other -Jissues facing the

ensuring -the existence of a
number of services that are a
luxury for the few who can afford
To The'Editor:
a $1200Q
meal-plan and a
:I would like everyone to be financial burden for the rest of
aware of the discrepancy that I us. We might want to consider
(and many others) have noticed: in whether' the assurance of
the meal plan pricing system. The campus delivery of the fine
following is an explanation of how dining experience of EOB is
I calculated what we are paying for worth paying $3.50 extra- for
food on our Advantage Cards.
brunch at Kelly. Instead, either
If,you: bought an Advantage $6 brunch -or order out from a
Card for $900, you got 220
"advantage dollars," or points" put
on your meal card.
To find out what you paid per
point divide $900 by 220 points.
This words out to, be $4.09 per
point.
So, to find out what you are
paying for a particular item,
multiply it's cost in points by what
you paid per point. For-instance,
a pint of milk at the SAC cost .40
points. So (.40x $4.09= $1.63) the
retail price' (. in other words, the
price you would pay if you. walked
into the SAC and paid in dollar
bills) is $.93.. So you just paid
SEVENTY CENTS MORE THAN
.1
RETAIL!
The Advantage Card was
advertised to us as a discount. It
is not. It is a fee. At least part of
the reason we end up paying more
than retail is because we are

The disAdvantage Card

University.
Already this year, onlookers
around campus have noticed an
increase in the numsber of
students getting involved in
student organizations. The
area around the Student
Activity Center, in the centf of
campus-,.-is- -packed with
students on a daily basis, where
President Kenny's plans for a
rejuvenated
campus
community appear to be
working.
Unfortunately, it is a
campus community that is
threatened on a yearly basis
with tuition hikes and state
aid cuts. The proposed budget
last year would have cost our
University alone over seven
million dollars.
Each
student, even graduating
seniors,- owe a responsibility
to those -that come after'them
to fight and protect the public
university system, which has
educated millions of New
Yorkers
since -it
-was
established
during
the
Rockefeller governorship.

restaurant that' competes in a real
market.
If you are concerned please
come to NYPIRG's meeting next
Wednesday, September 24 at 8'p.m. in-room 236 in the Student
Union. Ifyou can't make that, call
VivianBerrios at 632-6457. Your
concerns can also be voiced to
FSA at 632-6510.
Miriam Schussler
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One Rate. Free. You'll also \get a free one-year- membership to Student
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Advantage--the largest student discount program ever.
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* AT&T One Rate: only 15¢ a minute on calls from home-to anybody,
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anytime, anywhere in the U.S.
* Student Advantage: use your card to get special offers- and up to 50% off

Live off campus
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Get AT&T One Rate

and a Student Advantage membership. FREE.
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1-800-878-3872
www.att.com/college

/np.html
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Social Security: Grand Tamid
To The Editor:

was being saved in a "trust fund." Upon retirement, contributors
would receive the money they supposedly paid into the "trust

Social Security is often referred to as a Ponzi scheme. In
1920, Charles-Ponzi established an-"investment plan" wherein
he would provide contributors 50 percent- profit in 45 days.
Ponzi, however, could not make enough money to pay what
he promised, He was forced to reimburse the first wave of
investors wihi the money from the new investors. The first
recipients were quite happy, since they had a true windfall.
Inevitably some later group would lose. Eventually, Ponzi's
name became synonymous with pyramid schermes when he
did not have enouigh to repay anyone and he was punished
with ajail term.
Social Security works much the same way. For the past

fund." Unfortunately, this is not the case. In 1939, the first
generation of retirees who received Social Security benefits had
paid little or nothing into the system. Just like Ponzi's plan, the
initial beneficiaries enjoyed a veritable windfall. They contributed
little and received a great deal. Moreover, the government never
saved- the first wave of tax revenues for Social Security.
Thereafter, the government simply decided to transfer money
from one generation to the other. Social Security funds have
also been used to pay for other government operations.
The government falsely assumed that the population of the
United States would keep growing and there would always be
enough taxpayers to support the number of retirees receiving
Social Security benefits -The Baby-Boomers have thrown a
monkey wrench into those plans. There is no longer a large ratio

60 years, the government has told the American people

repeatedly that the money workers had paid into Social Security
7/
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OF THE BEST
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:HAVEALREADY :
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able future, over 1.8 million of
TIAA-CREF. With $190 billion in assets,
we're the world's largest-retirement

satisfaction, and the overwhelming choice
a\

related fields'.

t

solutions to America's long-term planning

To learn more about the world's premier retirement organization, speak to one

needs. We pioneered portable benefits.

of our expert consultants at 1 800 842-2776

We invented the variable annuity and

(8 a.m.-11 p.m. ET). Or better still, speak
to one of your colleagues. Find out why,
when it comes to planning for tomorrow,
great minds think-alike.

TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent

helped popularize the very concept of

:l

stock investing for retirement planning.

I t

Today, TIAA-CREF's expertise offers
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DISCOUNT CIGARETTES ° QUAILT r'r
CUSTOM BLENDED TOBACCO
INTERNATIONAL CIGARETTES
1/4 MILE ERST OF NIGOLLS RORD
(NEHT TO STON-Y BROOK BEUERRGE)

managers in the industry.

The reason? For nearly 80 years,
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long-term goals. And they're all backed by
some of the most knowledgeable investment

of people in education, research and

. It

STONV BROOK

ment accounts, you'll find the flexibility and
diversity you need to help you meet your

company, the nation's leader in customer
a\

Patrick X. Coyle Jr.
is a Leadership Fellow at
Young America's Foundation

From the guarantees of TIAA's top-rated
Traditional Annuity"" to the additional
growth opportunities of our variable invest-

America's best and brightest count on

k

of workers-to-recipients. Recently, young people have started
blaming the Baby-Boomers for the collapse of Social Security.
The Baby-Boom generation is not the root of the problem. Why
should that generation-be blamed for simply being larger than
others. In reality, the government should be the focus of the
attention.
The Social Security system is in dire straits. The
government will owe the Baby-Boomers their benefits when
they retire, but it has no way topay the bill. The government
looks to Generation X to pay back what'it has squandered.,Yet,
the Baby-Boom generation is simply too large and Generation
X is too small. In 1950, therewere 16 workers supporting
every retiree on Social Security. In 1993, that number
plummeted to three workers for every one retiree. By 2025,
that number will fall to two to one!
The government will unlikely renege on its promise to
pay the Baby-Boomers Social Security benefits. The
government will attempt to pay regardless of the burden on the
paychecks-of younger generations. By 2012, present college
students will be around 35 years-old, their prime earning years.
In 2012, Social Security payments will exceed tax revenues.
The government is going to find itself in a precarious situation
at this point. It will be necessary for the government to find a
way to pay Social Security beneficiaries and find money topay
for government operations which have previously used Social
Security funds.
The money that the government needs is hardly a meager
amount. By 2015, the government will be short $55 to $60
billion for Social Security.' By 2020, the shortfall will increase
to over $230 billion. To raise the necessary funds the government
can essentially raise taxes, borrow additional money, or cut
benefits. All three of these options destroy young peoples'job
prospects and the ability to support themselves.
Social Security taxes will take the heaviest toll on the young.
Confiscating more than one-eighth of the income of young
people, the Social Security tax eats at the earnings of new entrants
into the job market. Furthermore, it is ludicrous that a 16-yearold receiving minimum wage should be forced to pay into a
system that will provide a negative return on his investment..
Ponzi went to jail for a good reason: it was inevitable that
honest citizens would be short changed because of his schemes.
The same thing is beginning to happen with Franklin Roosevelt's
Ponzi scheme. Who will be punished for pillaging the savings
of millions of Americans? Unless there is a change, it will be
Generation X.

an impressive range of ways to help you
create a comfortable and secure tomorrow.

it comes to planning a comfort-

Scheme _?

(516)751-8190
JE NOU RCCEPT UISR/ MRSTERCRRD
UISIT OUR -RLK
-IN HUMIDOR

STONY -BROOK BEUERRGE, INC.
COLD BEER. SODA & KEGS

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org
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OBased on a survey conducted in 1995 by an independent organization in which 96% of respondents expressed overall satisfaction with TIAA-CREF.
**TIAA is one of only a handful of companies that currently, hold the highest marks from the nation's leading independent rating agencies for stability,
sound investments, claims-paying ability, and overall financial strength: A++ (Superior), A.M. Best Co.; AAA, Duff &Phelps; Aaa, Moody's Investors
Service; AAA, Standard and Poor's. TIAA's guarantees are backed by its claims-paying ability. These ratings of TIAA as an insurance company do not
apply to CREF. CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. For more complete information, including
charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, extension 5509, for a prospectus., Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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The new BIG KING.
It's like a Big Mac,

-George VVashington never sle thereeo,

only it has

more beef thanh
bread.

op

but your grandparents probably did,
Spend the season with us in the heart of historic PortJefferson.
Down at the harbor,dining, entertainmentand shopping are within
easy whalking distance.
*Antique & Boutique Shops
eBridgeport/Port Jefferson Ferry
*Restaurants, Pubs & Cafes
*15 minutes to MacArthur Airport
*Sport Fishing, Boating
*Buses & Taxi-s are available
*Village Parks'and Playgrounds
FREE HBO & CABLE INYOUR ROOM

Daily - Weekly and Monthly Stays
Efficiencies and Furnished Studio Apartments Available

I

pariIv

IIcIIIiMullea tialeCi. Iwo iairge ourgers, meitea

cheese, crisp lettuce, onions, pickles, and our own King saucesi
It beat the Big Mac™1 in a taste test. And it won't
cost you a king's ransom. Just 990 for a limited time.

All rooms are air conditioned, heated and equipped with color TV and telephone. Utilities
included, daily or weekly maid service. Messages taken and received. Plenty of parking.

Get your burger's worth'.

201 West Broadway (Across from the Harbor)
Route 25A, Port Jefferson (516) 928-2400 · (516) 473-2499
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Please present this coupon before
ordering. Limit one coupon per
customer. Not to be usedwith other
coupons or offers. Good at Rt. 347
Stony Brook only. Additional charge
for some toppings. Expires 9/30/97.
Void where prohibited by law. USB
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When

vou
come to
college
you are
bound to

Y SIZE FRIES
DRINK

I

i ANY COMBO

-j
Please present this coupon before
Please present this. coupon before
11 ordering. Limit one coupon per
11 ordering. Limit one coupon per
j
customer. Not to be used with other
j j customer. Not to be used with other
coupons or offers. Good at Rt. 347
coupons or offers. Good at Rt. 347
11 Stony Brook only. Additional charge 11 Stony Brook only. Additional charge
|j for some toppings. Expires 9/30/97. for some toppings. Expires 9/30/97..
Void where prohibited by law. USB
Void where prohibited by law. USB
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Actually, 34% of past users, didn't
smoke cigarettes lastyear; 28% of
marijuana users stopped, 50% of past
cocaine users... didn't and 64%/x-f past
amphetamine users went the entire year without. ,
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Attention All Students! · ! :
.* * *. "**'
.**'. " "'" ' . . , ,*
. , . . . '* \* ' * . .
CHARLE. WAG Chairman and CEO
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.

presents
ACHIEVING

SCESS

IN THE DIGITAL AGE

A SpecialaMessag Tos Students
: that can have a far-reaching impact
on YOU and your career!
Wednesday, Sept 24, 12:45 PM
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The Trouble With The Leaking Lab

-11

I

From pg. 5

D'Amato also expressed concern for the
least seven plumes detected in the soil and direct safety of Suffolk County. "There is
groundwater at Brookhaven Lab. Two no doubt that the operation of this facility
contain radiological contamination from has caused a very real threat to the
tritium and strontium-90. The remaining five groundwater in Suffolk County," D'Amato,
plumes have assorted chemical said. "People have to be assured that the
contaminants, including a 25,000 gallon oil reactor will not pose a threat in the future."
spill that dates back to 1977. In late July, it
D'Amato and Forbes's stance to shut
was discovered that tritium at more than down the reactor raises the question of
three times the safe drinking water standard whether RPI's subsequent decision to nullify
had leaked from the lab's sewage treatment its proposal was due to possible public
plant into a dry river bed connected to the relations orpolitical pressures - or if that may
Peconic River and another previously have-had an impact on other potential bids.
unknown tritium leak existed in the Nancy -Connell, a RPI spokeswoman,
groundwater."
however, said that the Rensselaer decision
On September 2, the week before the had nothing to do with the shutting down of
proposal deadline, Forbes and Senator the reactor.
Alfonse D'Amato introduced legislation
Stony Brook President Shirley Strum
calling publicly for the first time, for the Kenny did not speculate on why RPI made
permanent closure of the damaged nuclear its decision, but said she was not concerned
reactor.
about BNL's potential public relations
"After a long and thoughtful review of problems. A week after IITRI and
the environmental, health, and safety Westinghouse received a last minute
problems at Brookhaven National Lab, I extension to put in a bid, she remained
have come to the inescapable conclusion that staunchly enthusiastic about competing for the High Flux Beam Nuclear Reactor must BNL. Kenny also said she is not worried
be permanently shut down," Forbes said. about any potential monetary problems
"All of the lab's resources and energies must associated with cleaning up the Lab if Stony
be directed toward cleaning up-the many Brook gets the bid. Kenny said that the cost
sources of radioactive and chemical of clean-up would not belong to Stony
contamination on-site, and not toward Brook, but-to Albany. Kenny said that there
restarting the High Flux Beam Nuclear are many postive aspects to running BNL.
Reactor."
"Brookhaven National Labs has many
"We have warned that the problems at wonderful types of research going on,"
Brookhaven Lab amounted to an Kenny said. "They do a lot of medical
environmental nightmare," Forbes said. research. They have radiology and
"This Department of Energy report validates pharmacology and many other things other
our concerns. Brookhaven Lab has been a than the nuclear reactor." dumpsite of indifference. It's about time they
clean up this mess so that the drinking water
- Dave Chow and Kenyon Hopkin
supply of Long Island is not threatened,"
contributed to this story.
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Rockin) Thursdays
50

$2

$2 75 Corona
$1 off All Draft Beer

Rolling-Rock

Q

Sunday
NFL Ticket We've Got Every Game
On Our 15 Screens and Video Wall!
15¢ Buffalo Wings ( lb. minimum)
2fers on Drafts
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Resident; Commuter; Full/Part time; Undergraduate;
Graduate; for Service to the Campus Community as volunteer
Administrative Hearing Board Members

I

Purpose:
To hear referrals of alleged misconduct, in possible violation
of the University Student Conduct Code

2fers Daily 4 - 8pm
Appetizers
iOpm to Closing

-ualifications.

Minimum 2.25 cumulative grade point average; No disciplinary record
Benefits of Participation:
Important Community Service; Training;
Add service to Resume/Student Development Transcript

m

m.
=K

Hours

Criteria for selection:

Application; Interview
Board members must be:
Supportive of community behavioral standards;
Excellent communicators; Listeners; Questioners;
Objective decision makers

1

For information and an application stop by the
Office of the Student Judiciary,
347 Administration Building,
9 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday-Friday
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Mon. -Fri.: 4pm - closing
Saturday: 1am - closing
Sunday: noon- closing
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110 New Moriches Road * Lake Grove, NY
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(CORNER OF RTE. 347, OPPOSITE SMITH HAVEN MALL)

Call For More Details

Gary G.S. Mis, Director of Judicial Affairs
Phone: 632-6705; Fax: 632-9332; Email: GMis@sunysb.edu
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The University at Stony Brook
is an affirmative action/equal opportunity educator and employer
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Bartenders, Waiters, Waitresses and
counter help. Experience necessary.
Apply in person, Monday-Thursday
after 3pm at the Park Bench; 1095
Rte. 25A Stony Brook.
University Subscription Services seeks
CAMPUS MANAGERS for Part Time
work at Full Time Pay. Frequent
contests, NEVER a cost to you, set your
own hours distributing on campus.
Call: (800) 876-1213 ext. 218 Craig.
START EARNING TODAY.

Earn lots of cash and travel free.
STUDENT' REPS WANTED! Call
now to get an early start and earn
afat check before Xmas.
800-657-4048.
#! Campus Fundraiser
Raise all the money your group needs
-by sponsoring a VISA Fundraiser
on your campus. No investment &
very little time needed. There's no
obligation, so why not call for information today. 1-800-323-8454 x 95.
Experienced Bartender needed, Day
and Evening Shifts. Tattle Tales
Lounge, 331-9046.

Motivated People Wanted!
No experience necessary, must have
great personality. Sales position
calling medical companies,
$25-40,000/year. F/T, P/T, more than
20 hrs/ week, 516-474-5563.

Family requires academically wellrounded person to assist with 4th &
6th grade homework Monday Thursday afternoon September June. Reliability a must. 689-9645.

Spring Break! FREE Trave Highest Commissions. Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Barbados, Florida
and more! Eat, Drink, Party FREE;
Sunsplash Tours 1-800-426-7710.

Looking for photography assistants.
Developing skills helpful, but not
necessary. Volunteer position.
Photograph campus events.
Call Laura at 632-6479.

$19/hr. MGAT Instructors Needed.
High test scores, BA required. Parttime.;Fax resume and test scores to
The Princeton Review 516-271-3459.

Cartoonist wanted for editorial page.
Interested candidates should submit
samples of their work to room 057 in
the Stony Brook Union or call Laura
for an interview-at 632-6479.

Reunions Restaurant located on the
2nd floor of Sports Plus, is looking for
full-time & part-time dishwashers &
part-time line cooks and servers. Call
737-3280 or stop by after 4PM MonFri. 110 New Moriches Rd, Lake
Grove. Opposite-Smith Haven Mall.

FOR RENT
Port Jefferson Village 2 bedroom apt.,

2 bathrooms, walk to all, available
immediately. $800 includes all.
473-2499.

FOR SALE

Wbe itateSlman

Catskill mountains-5 acres of land.
Top of mountains, level, wooded,
secluded and surveyed. Must sell! no
reasonable offer refused. 666-8107
leave message.

will be having an
Open House on
W-e dn e s d a y,
September 24. The
fun starts at Campus
Lifetime and extends
throughout the. entire
day -andthrough.most
of the night, so drop
onby. Refreshments
will- be served.: Find
out what it's like to be
a part of Stony
Brook's largest and
only twice-weekly
newspaper. We're in
the basement of the
Stony Brook Union in
Room 057.
Be there.

1984 VW Cabriolet Convertible, A/C,
AM/FM, Well maintained, new tires,
brakes, rotors. Great Value, $1100
289-9194.
Computers - Pentium 200 MHZ,
32 MB, 18x CD, 2GB, Sound 16-bit,
1511" SVGA, Windows 95,
Encyclopedia, 1 yr warranty, other
configurations available, $1500.

SERVICES
Piano Lessons:
Quick results. Play by ear & develop
your own artistic style.- Jazz, Pop,
Vocals, Improvisation, song writing.
Help with finding a piano & getting
to where you want to go musically.
Free Intro lesson- at Sonnie's Piano
Studio, E. Patchogue. 447-8105.
Landscape Designer/ Gardener,
annual & perennial design, installation & maintenance. Specializing in
Earth-friendly organic methods,
Victorian/ English/ Cottage designs,
758-9590.
Fax Service: $ 0.50 per page
(including cover sheet). Call
632-6480 or come to Room 057 in the
Student Union.
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IMMEDIATE POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Join us at the bar from 9 pm closing

Micro Vision Software, a leading producer of professional tax
accounting software, is seeking entry level and experienced
Visual Basic programmers for a challenging career opportunity
in a fast-growing company. Knowledge of Access is a plus.
(Code VBP) Excellent opportunities also available for Technical Support
Specialists to provide in-house and customer support. This
rC.O position requires basic PC -hardware experience, Windows
0\ (3.1/95) knowledge and professional telephone-people skills.
00'
Tax or accounting experience is a plus. (Code TSS)

"PULL TAB HAPPY HOUR"

"MARIGARITA MADNESS"
/2 Price Margaritas, Coronas,
and Appetizers!

"Pull Tab Specials" and"
1/2 Price Appetizers!

^ HALF PRICE NIGHT
112 Price Appetizers!

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL!
$2 50 Bud Bottles and

$2Coors Light

FREE Half Time Buffet!
Temporary tech support positions are also available starting in
November/December through February. (Code TT)
C)t
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Micro Vision offers a competitive salary and excellent benefits
package. Apply with resume (including -salary history) to:
FAX: 516-232-3481 or 140 Fell Court, Hauppauge, NY 11788
www.mvsinc.com
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AND
, DRINKSPECIALS

WMICRO-NIGHr

$250 Micro Brewed Beers and
-1/2 PriceAppetizers!.
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Gail Mandel ExpIored the Pathwaysl
for Neuronal Gene Expression
MANDEL fro m page 3
really showed that there was a general
mechanism and it was not just specific
for one protein,"' Mandel said. "It was
an unexpected discovery, but how
widespread this mechanism and how
important it is relative to all other
mechanisms is still unknown."
Mandel's recognition partly stems
from the different approach she took
with her-research.
"In theory, you could argue that a
certain protein is important for helping
a neuron decide to become a neuron,
Mandel said. "We started out wondering
how neuronal cells knew to choose- a
particular ion channel. And we ended
up asking how does a neuron decide to
become a neuron. So many genes are
regulated through this pathway.
"So let's argue for a minute that this
protein is a very key protein for, helping
a neuron becoming a neuron, a glial cell
or muscle cell. So say you have a tumor,
which has lost its ability to become a
neuron The argument would be 'can we
vary expression of this key molecule
which has a name, which we calm "rest",
a transcription factor that regulates
expression of these genes."
"A cancer cell in the nervous system
stops looking like a neuron after a while,
because it starts growing and
differentiating.
And you' could make the argument
in theory that you could manipulate
levels of this transcription factor and get
a cell to become more -or less- like a
neuron. And if you can get a tumor cell
to be more like a neuron, it will stop
growing."
Mandel, however, said she does not
see this discovery leading to a cancer
cure.
"Honestly, I don't think that's the

way it's going to work out," she said.
"It's a possible link, but its noreason to
think it's a.real link and it's something
we -are testing under hypotheses.
Because it was an unexpected discovery
and widespread significance for nervous
system development. It received a lot
of attention."
Yet Mandel recently won three
awards for her work. The first award
was the McKnight Award-, a three year
award for research in the neurosciences.
She is also the recipient of the Javits
Award, a research grant from the
National Institute of Health. Instead of
funding for four years, Mandel will get
uninterrupted funding for seven years.
According to Mandel, -research
laboratories receive a-four-year grant
and the renewal goes in after three
years, and if it gets renewed, a fourth
year is granted. However, researchers
who have been productive and have
received grant scores above a certain
level, may be eligible for the Javits
Award.
"It costs a lot of money to review
grants. They have to fly 12 people to
Washington, pay the hotel expenses
while they review the grants-and you
get a-$150 honorary salary. The Javits
Awards cuts down costs as well as
bureaucracy," Mandel said.
Mandel will receive $200,000 a
year - approximately a 1.4 million
dollar contract, which Mandel said she
considers '"-pretty average for a
professor."
But perhaps the most outstanding
award that Mandel became recognized
for was becoming a Howard Hughes
Investigator for Howard Hughes
Medical Institute in Washing-ton DC.
This- will also be a seven-year grant
for Mandel, which she will use to
continue to conduct her:excellent

research. Every university in the
country -submits two names and
Mandel was among the distinguished
names chosen.
Mandel also pointed, out that, she
is an employee for Howard Hughes
Medical Institute and not for: the
university. However, Mandel is still
dedicated to her, teaching.
"I don't have to teach, but I feel
that it's part of my responsibility even
though I'm technically not-employed
by [the university]," she said.
Mandel also likes. to share her
research with students. Mandel
teaches Principles of Cell Signaling
(BIO 31 7 ), a course jointly taught by
Mandel's husband, Professor Paul
Brehm, and Associate Professor of
Biochemistry, James Trimmer.
"Instead of being. a broad survey
course where you kind of memorize all
the different organelles, the idea was
to focus on certain aspects of cell
-biology and expand them to bring in
modern research that involves those
specific topics," Mandel said.
"They're not going to leave -with an,
in-depth view because they're taking
many other courses.- What we expect
the students to get out of this is to be
able to pick up the science times
section and -understand what they
read."
The course, which is now four
years old, started out with an
enrollment of only 25 students. BIO
317 now enrolls 100 students. '
The.course covers three areas:
-Fast electrical signaling electrical excitability (Brehm)
-Slower signaling - receptors and
G-protein mediated receptor signaling
(Trimmer)
-Much slower signaling - Gene.
regulation (Mandel)
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Mandel is looking forward to

future discoveries in Neurobiology.
"Science has changed a lot because -of
the technological advances," Mandel
said. "The kind of things you can do
in your experimentation hours are so
different than 5-10 years ago. One
direction that is very popular now and.
is receiving a lot of attention now, arid
is -fascinating,- is the molecular basis
of animal. behavior, one of the areas
of the future. I would say molecular
neurobiology is also a very popular
field still, although it is being geared
quite a bit from the perspective of
trying to understand complex animal
behaviors."
As far as medical applications,
Mandel''said she hopes to be able to
discover the causes of debilitating
diseases and turn them, around. "We are
. progress,
making ,tremendous
particularly in terms of identifying genes
which contribute to certain neurological
diseases," she said. "There are many
neural diseases now that have been
shown to be linked to defects in specific
ion channel genes. Single amino acid
mutations can take a perfectly good ion
channel and make it completely
defective.
"Genetic diseases, such as
Huntington's neural tumors have been
elusive. We try to get to the molecular
basis and we always hope that one of our
discoveries will have medical
applications," she said. "What I think
people who don't do this kind of
science don't understand too well is
that you never know where the
discovery is going to come from. In
my opinion, somebody studying a
paramecium is just as likely to uncover
a cure for cancer than somebody
studying a cancer cell. And I will argue
O
that until the day I die."
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Greg Lusard II

An Interview With Pace Heai
think we played very well. Right now we
are hoping to stay healthy and play hard.
We played Umass-Lowell and we beat
The answer is yes. Pace is still running them,-but they're not ranked very high.;
the Deleware-T - the system that is based Certainly when Stony Brook and Southern
on misdirection, with runs counters and Connecticut played, they both showed they
screens ad nauseam. The offensive scheme are on a much higher level.
which lines up three rushers in the backfield Without a question [Stony Brook will be
to make the set look like a wishbone has used] as a measuring stick for Pace. A lot
become almost synonymous- with- Setter of people consider Stony Brook, if not the
Football--and their Head Coach, Greg top team, one of the top two in the conferLusardi, who implemented the system. The ence. I think one of the coach's'preseason
quarterback also runs with the ball quite a polls had Stony Brook ranked first.
bit, so opposing defenses are kept guessing from which direction the ball will go next. Q: How do you rank-Pace within the
Although Stony Brook beat Pace last year conference ? - - 27-21, the Seawolves, like many other
schools have had their-troubles defending A: Well Idon't think we are-as talented or
as deep as a Southern Connecticut, Amerithe Setters.
line
the
on
up
play
can International. Stony Brook I think is
teams
"Other
because they know we are going to run," just stepping into the class of those teams.
I tell you what, we haven't beat you guys
says Lusardi.Pace is looking to continue it's success yet so we're always kind of chasing Stony
under the fourth-year coach. The Setters Brook. We are aspiring to be Stony Brook.
finished 1996 with a 6-4 record, and We are not quite as deep as [the Seawolves.]
completed back to back winning seasons We don't recieve any scholarships. We are
in the same boat.
for the first time since 1982-83.
On offense All-American quarterback
Kevin Connor returns to the backfield along Q: What parts of-the team will be strong
with fullback Brian Griffoul and halfbacks this year, and what parts need improvDamien Coleman, Paul Bonniello and ing?
Jason Leng. Halfback Paul Hart who
rushed for 512 yards and a team high 5.9 A: Defensively we were quite strong last year.
yards per carry in '95, returns after missing We were ranked sixth in the country in one
category and fifth in another category. So we
'96 with an injury.
Coach Lusard answered a few were a good defensive football team a year
questions in the following in depth ago, and I still think we were a good defeninterview with Statesman:
sive football team. I think potentially wecould
be better defensively than we were last year,
Q : What's the synopsis?
but right now I would have to say we were
better last year.
A:"'We have one game under our belt, I Offensively I think we are better than a year
.

BY DAVE CHOW
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ago, but you know all it takes is one or two
injuries to change all that.
Q: How big is the returnof halfback Paul
Hart?
A : Oh it's very big. A halfback has to be
able to do four things well and Paul does
all four of those things well'. He's a good
runner, he's a good blocker, he's a good pass
receiver and he carries out [his routes well].
Q: How has the Pace Football program
grown since you ve arrived?
A: Well I have to say there is excitement here, not just with football, but
the entire athletic program is stepping
up. It's all about competition and on
Saturday I'm going to do my best to
help my team beat Stony Brook and I'm
sure Coach Kornhauser is going to do
the same for Stony Brook. In the end,
it's just us working as hard as we do to
better each other. And it makes us better. We are a better' team than we were
three years ago but so is Stony Brook.
But, what I'm trying to say is that we
.keep getting better, but I don't'know if

Q : What will Pace have to do to beat
Stony Brook this Saturday?
A ':Oh, I think it will take a couple of.
things. We have to play mistake free
football.,T Be physical. Defensive
Coach Caldiero really gets his defense
revved up and they come after you offensively also.
The offense presents a good job of creating conflict, in other words putting
our defensive players in conflict with
their defensive duties. That's what
good offenses do.
What we have to do offensively is sustain our blocks. We have to be balanced
and not display a one dimensional offense. We can't just pass or just run.
On defense:we have to get:into the
quarterback's face a couple of times
too. If we give Scott Meyer time he'll
L
complete a few passes.

. SOCIAL WORK AND
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS

M- -

.

we're good enough to beat Stony Brook
because Stony Brook also'keeps getting
better. That's what competiton does for
you.
Some programs do lag behind and
we've past some of them.
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Southern took the ball back and immediately
began their game winning scoring-drive.
Keith McInnes and company'tried to
stop Southern, but they had control of the
football and marched to the Stony Brook 10
yard line. Biancamano drilled the game
winning FG with 9:33 left in the game. On
USB's successive drives, Meyer was
intercepted, and later went four and out to
give Southern the 15-13 victory. USB -now
startthe yearat 0- 1.
Next week, Stony Brook will travel to
Pleasentville to take on.the Pace Setters.
Will ScottMeyer get the starting nod
again, or will Kornhauser go with
Sophomore Anthony Gazzillo in order to
have him face his firstever college football
. ' i
rival. We shall findout!

began with Stony Brook in possesion.
After a' USB flag for an ineligible man
downfield, the Seawolves would recieve
a big scare as, one of their most solid
recievers, John Brady, was hurt on a play.
Brady was hit on the play and lay on
the ground for a good five minutes as team
physicians worked on his legs. To the
relief of the crowd, he eventually got up
and left the field with a little support from
staff. What happened next was even more
incredible.
Senior Greg Monfiletto came in to
replace Brady and on the very next play,
Meyer launched a 27. yard pass to the
replacement for a touchdown.
USB took the 13-12 lead and were
looking poised to pull of;the victory.
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The Seawolves will miss-the three T's on the gridiron. Running back Ralph Thomas
(top,third from right) was supposed to carry the torch of Bobby Kane for the 'Wolves
this year before arcane legislation made him ineligible.
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Biancamano's27 YardFG With 9:18Remainingin thee G;a~eFoilsUSB'S Comeback Bid
BY MIKE CHAMOFF
Statesman Editor

:

The Stony Brook Seawolves began their 19.
campaign on sort of a sour note when 'they sa
their 12 point comeback bid get spoiled by tl
Southern Connecticut Owls 15-13. Owls Kick
Frank Biancamano drilled a 27 yard FG with 9::
remaining in'the game to give the Owls the.:le;
late in the fourth quarter.
The Seawolves got off to a slow start in tl
first quarter when they quickly fell behind 12Reuel Parksgot the Owls started with his one ya
TD run. Very easy, Parks busted through a tou'
USB defensive line for the score at the 8:27 mar
The extra point attempt failed giving Southern
6-0 lead. Andrew Wallace fumbled the _football c
the ensuing kickoff return setting up Southern
next scoring drive which was capped off when Q
Tom Kleine lofted a 7 yd'TD pass to Ma
Hitchcock in the end zone. Once again, Southex
wasn't having much luck with the point aft(
attempt as Biancamano's kick was blocke(
Southern was-ahead 12-0 and seemed poised f<
the--blow-out with 5:26 remaining in the openin
quarter.
QB Scott Meyer who got the starting nod b
Coach Kornhauser last week, started the secon
quarter on-a bad note with two turnovers, one
fumble on an attempted'run, and the other a
interception, both recovered by Julio Gome2
However, Meyer would redeem himself when h
connected with John Brady for a-electrifying 7
yard pass for the TD, It was Meyers longest T]

T-HREE

_„. . " BB JvW.&..v%vI muVI
WU *IIVO
ui:uive
quater. The lead, however, did not last

qV

aneau

xoucnaown, aner coming in for an

injured John Brady in the fourth

pass with the Seawolves. The lead was cut to 12- penalties which foiled some potential scoring
7, at the half.
--opportunities. Southern stayed with the lead, but
The third quarter saw nothing in the way of USB kept themselves in the game. Thefourhquarter
scoring. There were,however, some unwanted USB --- -_--Please See Wolves on Page 15
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SHELVED

Ralph Thomas, Tony Thompson, and Ken Tozzi declaredineligibleby NCAA Division Ilegislation.
a two year transition period before
BY MIKE CHAMOFF
becoming Division I, in which it must
Statesman Editor
:_-Just this past June, the follow all D-I rules. The second rule,
University announced that in the 1999- however is the one that has the biggest
2000 season, all Stony Brook impact.
Rule 14.2.1 forbids student
Seawolves teams will no doubt be a
Division I program. Now with that athletes from competing after their fifth
issue settled, Stony Brook will begin year of college. According to the rule,
the preparations to. become more to be eligible in Division I one must
definitively a Division I-AA quality play their four seasons in a five year
football team. However, amidst the period. Under Division n rules athletes
excitement that enveloped the Stony can compete up to 10 semesters
Brook Indoor Sports Complex without a time constaint. Thomas,
celebration that June night, came a Tozzi, and Thompson were eligible
harsh reality. Stony Brook will now under the Division II rules, but since
have to comply with Division I rules USB must follow Division I rules two
even two years before they play their years prior to their first D-I game, these
first Division I game, and thatumeant a three players are no longer eligible to
play.
shot in the gut for USB football fans.
This hurts USB at the running back
Two rules from NCAA bylaws
that apply to Division I schools - rules position where Ralph Thomas played
20'.5.2.3 and 14.2.1 - have ended the along side Bobby Kane, who was a
careers of Ralph Thomas, Ken Tozzi, tremendous force in the Seawolves
and Tony Thompson. The first one rushing attack, rushing for 922 yards
stipulates that Stony Brook must have and 14 touchdowns last year. Kane left

the Stony Brook after last year leaving
the Seawolves in Ralph Thomas' fully
capable hands. Thomas rushed for 628
yards, on 5.7 per carry' in combination
with Kane. But, with Thomas
ineligible, USB will have to look for
new blood.
Thomas went to Rockland
Community'College in 1992 after a
stint at Delaware College where he also
played football. He did not play his
two years at Rockland', before
transferring to Stony Brook ;
"I love football," Thomas told
Newsday in an interview. "Throughout
my years at RCC, all I'did was work
out, run and do agility drills to prepare
myself for a four year school where I
could not only work for my degree but
play football. My dream came true
with Stony Brook. Now to see it just
fading off, it's real frustrating.''
Thompson played -linebacker
sparingly. He started his college
football career at Western Connecticut.

Tozzi, a defensive end started his
playing days at Buffalo in '93. He
transferred a year later to USB.
Thomas spoke to Newsday about
their predicament.
"I stayed out here on campus
just so I could work out and lift,"
Thompson said. "All summer it's just
been like: 'Am I playing? Am I not
playing?"' When he finally heard the
the final decsion he couldn't believe his
career-was over. "I'was just shocked,
he said. "I couldn't believe it."
"These are nice kids and they
work hard,-" said Head Coach Sam
Kornhauser to Newsday. "I think most
NCAA rules are placed there to prevent
teams from getting a competitive
advantage, and I don't think his
anything to do with that."
Kornhauser -and Dr. Richard
Laskowski, DeanofAthletics sentanappeal
to theNCAAontherule. Theappeals were
denied earlier this month. They'have since
sent another appeal. .

